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   Email: info@strokekyin.org 

    Phone:  502-499-5757 

Website:  www.strokekyin.org 

OUR MISSION:  The Kentucky and Southern Indiana Stroke Association is a 501c3 non-profit organization 
dedicated to the prevention of stroke through education and awareness. We are tax exempt under 501c3 of 
the Internal Revenue Code  EIN#61-1335267 
 
Dear Friends: 2022 began on a wonderful note. Although Covid was still prevalent in our activities, we 

accomplished many things and involved more people in our stroke education efforts than in the previous two 

years. We believe 2023 will be back to full capacity in our outreach and educational endeavors. 

 

A snapshot of our organization’s 2022 work includes: 

• Adding many new volunteers to our arsenal of education to continue our community outreach  

• providing stroke education to the viewing area by promoting our resources on WAVE TV 

• partnering with the senior living associations to reach others in our community with stroke information 

• continuing membership in Center for Non-Profit Excellence, Kentucky Non-Profit Network, Health 

Services Professional Network and St. Matthews Chamber 

• producing our own Strides for Stroke walk bringing together many survivors and family members to 

meet others and feel a sense of community with others affected by stroke 

• Working with the top area hospitals on strengthening their support groups and on producing online 

educational presentations 

• serving on three advisory boards to affect positive change in the senior living community 

• educating 100’s of employees in the Kentuckiana area on stroke risks and warning signs 

• providing personal support at area stroke-related rehab facilities and events to bring awareness of 

resources in our community and helping to promote to our stroke community what is available 

 

Although this year produced approximately 30% less than what we usually accomplish annually, we are proud 

of the support we have given to our area community partners by connection for survivors to resources and 

health facilities to the community!  The following is an overview of the Kentucky and Southern Indiana Stroke 

Associations income and expenses for the year January 1, 2022 through November 30, 2022. THIS REFLECTS 

A DONATION FROM COVID RELIEF to support nonprofit operations 

Total revenue and support:    $ 127,598.94 

Program service expenses:    $   63,967.47   

Management and general expenses:  $   4,603.29 

Fund raising expenses:    $ 39,915.78   

End of year total net income:   $    

End of year total net assets:    $  

Cash in savings (included in net assets):  $    
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